We simulate the interaction of a hunch train with either an external wake field, (semi-)trapped ions in a field-free region or in a dipole field, or an electron cloud, on successive turns, using a simplified algorithm with only a small number of macro-particles. We present simulated mode spectra and rise times for the ensuing coupled-hunch instabilities, and show that observations at the KEKB HER are consistent with a horizontal instability driven by carbonmonoxide ions in a region without magnetic field.
INTRODUCTION
A horizontal instability may limit the beam current in the KEKB HER. The instability growth rate depends nonlinearly on the beam current, shows almost a threshold hehavior, and is about a factor of 2 faster than the corresponding instabilities in the vertical plane [I] . The measured unstable multi-bunch frequencies, as viewed at a fixed location, were found to be close to the revolution harmonics 7 and 1 [I] , and, for another set of data, roughly equal to 17 [21.
In [3] we explored if this instability could be a manifestation of an electron cloud instability in the electron ring.
However, the fairly low order of the unstable modes is not easily explained by an electron-driven instability. It appears more compatible with an instability caused by ions (the ion 'oscillation' frequency is much lower than that of the electrons). In addition to ions, low frequencies are also expected for the resistive-wall instability. We have developed a simple simulation model for coupled-hunch instabilities driven by ions, resistive wall, and electron cloud, respectively. For each driving mechanism. the simulation provides growth rates and mode patterns. In the case of ions, we can also vary the ion mass and the magnetic field. After a brief review of the experimentat data, we describe the simulation model and present example results. 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

SIMULATION MODEL
In the simulation, we consider nStep uniformly spaced locations around the ring. The train of nbunch bunches passes each of these locations, on nturn successive turns. Each bunch creates a 'wake', which can act on the following bunches in the train or on later turns.
In the case of an ion instability, at each location the 'wake' left behind by a passing bunch is represented by a 'macro-ion'. A similar model was first employed by S. Heifets [4] . The effective charge weight of a newly created macro-ion is q = nionpgasC/nstepr where pgar is the residual-gas density and aion the ionization cross section, which we take to he equal to 2 Mham for CO molecules at multipleGeV beam energies. In the simulation, to enhance the instability, we consider a vacuum pressure up to Torr (the real average pressure is less than I nTorr).
The ions are generated at a random transverse position within *laz,v from the hunch centre. During the passage of a bunch, a macro-ion is accelerated (it receives kicks A&, and Ay:,,,) and the passing Uth) bunch is deflected as well, by an amount Az; = ~A2~~,qAi,,r,/(rpNa),
where Ai,, is the ion mass in units of the proton mass, and Nbunch the bunch population. An analogous relation applies to the vertical plane. The kicks Azi,, and Ay:,, are computed from the t r a n~v e~e distance between the macroion and the hunch centroid, using the Bassetti-Erskine formula [51 for the electric field of a Gaussian distribution. After a bunch passage the macro-ion either drifts, without magnetic field. or, inside a bending magnet, it performs a cyclotron oscillation in the horizontal plane, until the next we still expect to obtain a fairly accurate image of the excited multi-bunch mode patterns and a reasonable estimate of the instability rise times.
The simulation of the resistive-wall instahility.proceeds analogously. We employ the same type of 'macro-particles' to store the offset of all bunches passing a certain location and their longitudinal position along the train as well as the turn number. For each bunch a resistive-wall wake-field deflection is computed as where (si ~ sj) is the longitudinal distance between two bunches, ao x 5.4 x 10'' s-l the conductivity of copper, b the vertical beam-pipe half gap, and the coefficients 0.5 or 0.8 for an elliptical chamher follow from 191. We should add the contributions fmm all previous bunches, hut in practice we often truncate the sum after two turns. The convergence can he checked easily. Unlike for the ion case, the 'macro-particles' are static and do not move between bunch passages. Here all the hunches are initially offset transversely by the same constant value of 10-3az,y. The Figure 2 shows the simulated horizontal hunch positions along the train, and Fig. 3 the oscillations of a few selected bunches as a function of turn number, for various cases exhibiting an instability. In the resistive-wall case, the oscillation amplitudes of all bunches grow with a similar rate, while, both with CO ions in a field-free region and with an electron cloud, the growth rate increases towards the end of the train. The case of H ions in a dipole shows a faint instability, with three 'bursts' along the min. For two other exwples (not shown), i.e., hydrogen ions without magnetic field, and carbon monoxide ions in a &pole field, the beam appears stable. Figure 4 presents the mode spectra computed for the same 4 simulations as above. The case of carbon-monoxide ions in a field-free region (top left picture) is the only one that -nearly perfectly -matches the observation. The unstable mode number of 13 is almost the same as measured (11). This number is more than 2 times smaller than expected from the angular ion oscillation frequency near the center of the heamw,;, x (2NbrPcz/ (Lsepa=(az + V~) A ) ) "~, which for CO would yield an 'ion tune' of 28. We attribute this frequency reduction to the finite size of the beam and the ion cloud, and to the nonlinearity of the force acting hetween them. The 15% difference between 13 (simulated) and 11 (measured) can he explained by a 30% difference in bunch population between this particular experimental data set (Nb zz 2.7 x 10") and the simulation. In the top left picture of Fig. 4 . also the mode 2 is strongly excited, which is not seen in the experimental data of Fig. 1 , but resembles those presented in Ref. [I] . This mode likely is a consequence of the nonlinear beam-ion force, causing detuning with amplitude and saturation.
RESULTS
None of the other 3 cases yields a simulation result which even remotely resembles the observed spectrum. However, the mode spectrum simulated for the electroncloud wake is similar to that observed in the KEKB LER positron ring without a solenoid field [I] . From Fig. 3 we can estimate the growth rates at the end of the train. To this end, for the ion instabilities. we scale with the square of the bunch position and extrapolate linearly from 1 pTom to the actual pressure of 1 nTorr. We then find rise times of 1 m for carbon monoxide ions without field, 5 ms for the resistive wall, 2 ms for the electron cloud, and 4 s for hydrogen ions inside a dipole. The growth rates for the resistive wall and electron cloud are consistent with analytical estimates. The horizontal growth rate for carbon-monoxide ions fits the observation. Additional simulations suggest that it is larger than the vertical growth rate, which would resolve another 'puzzle'. 
CONCLUSION
A fast computer simulation was written to model coupled-bunch instabilities driven by various sources. Application to the KEKB HER suggests that the observed horizontal instability is caused by carbon monoxide ions in field-free regions. For this case the simulated mode patterns and growth rates almost exactly match the observations. On the other hand, electron cloud, resistive wall, hydrogen ions, or ions trapped inside dipoles are all incompatible with the measurements.
